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Generalized Bhaskar Rao Designswith Blok Size 4 Signed overElementary Abelian GroupsGennian Gey Malolm Greigz Jennifer SeberryxRevised - August 11, 2002Abstratde Launey and Seberry have looked at the existene of Gener-alized Bhaskar Rao designs with blok size 4 signed over elemen-tary Abelian groups and shown that the neessary onditions for theexistene of a (v; 4; ;EA(g)) GBRD are suÆient for  > g with70 possible exeptions. This artile extends that work by reduingthose possible exeptions to just a (9; 4; 18h;EA(9h)) GBRD, wheregd(6; h) = 1, and shows that for  = g the neessary onditions aresuÆient for v > 46.Key words: Generalized Bhaskar Rao design, Group divisible design.AMS subjet lassiation: 05B05.1 IntrodutionThe existene problem for generalized Bhaskar Rao designs signed overelementary Abelian groups (our terminology and notation will be denedlater in Setion 2) was rst onsidered for blok size 3 by Lam and Seberry,and ompleted by Seberry who showed that the neessary onditions weresuÆient [39, 52℄. One of the less-obvious neessary onditions for k = 3imposes no restrition for k = 4. (We will disuss thhis point in moredetail in Setion 3.) In [23℄, de Launey and Seberry looked at the existeneDepartment of Mathematis, Suzhou University, Suzhou, 215006, P. R. ChinayResearher supported in part by YNSFC Grant 10001026zGreig Consulting, 317-130 East 11th St., North Vanouver, BC, Canada V7L 4R3xShool of Information Tehnology and Computer Siene, University of Wollongong,Wollongong, NSW 2522, Australia. 1
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 2problem for generalized Bhaskar Rao designs with blok size 4 signed overelementary Abelian groups and showed that the neessary onditions weresuÆient with the relatively short list of 70 possible exeptions when  >jGj; they also provided a number of useful onstrutions for the ase  =jGj, but did not explore this ase systematially. The main aim of thisartile is to extend that work and remove as many as we an of the possibleexeptions when  > jGj, and to study the  = jGj ase. Our progress isassisted by several fators.Firstly, more omplete lists of PBDs are now available.Seondly, Chaudhry et al. [16℄ showed how Wilson's fundamental on-strution ould be adapted to deal with Bhaskar Rao designs, and we on-tinue this adaptation in Setion 5. The value of the introdution of Wilson'sfundamental onstrution was later demonstrated (along with a fair amountof omputation) in takling the EA(2) ase [24, 30, 34℄. One important ini-dental benet of the introdution of Wilson's fundamental onstrution wasthat this provided a ommon struture to a number of apparently unrelatedonstrutions that had appeared in the literature, and by pulling these on-strutions apart (reeted by our ommon use later of Theorem 5.2 followedby Theorem 5.4), allowed us to fous on the provision, and systemati use,of omponents for these onstrutions.Thirdly, again along with a fair amount of omputation, Mathon [43℄had produed a very useful a (45; 12; 3;Z3) GBRD.Lastly, we spend some eort in Setion 6 in exploring the relationship ofGBRDs with other designs, whih has the benet of allowing us some wayof exploiting designs onstruted for other purposes, for example, dier-ene matries whih are disussed in Setion 4. In fat, one of the earliestreasons for studying GBRDs was the relationship with GDDs [51, 53, 54℄,illustrated by Lemma 6.1, and a (v; k; ;G) GBRD an be regarded as a(k; =jGj) GDD of type jGjv with G ating regularly on the points andsemi-regularly on the lines [20℄. This plaes GBRDs as intermediate be-tween an unstrutured GDD and a GDD whih is given by a dierenefamily. Dierene families are well-known strutures of onsiderable in-terest. Purely from the view of GBRD existene, one would like to haveways of exploiting these better studied dierene families. Symbiotially,one ould study GBRDs to provide more insight into reursive onstru-tion methods for dierene families. There an also be pratial benetsin diret onstrutions of GDDs if one proeeds via GBRDs, as then theproblem an be broken down into the two steps of onstruting the under-lying BIBD and signing it. This an be a deided benet if one step iseasy or software is already available for one of the steps. We have alreadyindiated that GBRDs have been studied as dierene families. GBRDsalso proved useful in onstruting RGDDs (here the underlying design wasa resolvable BIBD). The GBRDs were given in a slightly dierent notation
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 3as \labelled" RBIBDs, see [44℄.Our onstrutions of GBRDs are done in Setions 7{12, and our openases are summarized in Setion 13. We also orret some errors in [23℄ inan Appendix.2 Terms and NotationSome of the terminology we will use is quite standard in design theory;see [9℄. For lariation of our notation (speially how we indiate thestandard parameters), we refer to pairwise balaned designs (PBDs), (in-luding BIBDs), as (v;K; ) designs, where K is a list of blok sizes thatpossibly our. The notation K [ fhg means we an identify one blok ofsize h in the design, and the other bloks have sizes in K (more bloks ofsize h are allowed only if h is in K). A group divisible design is referredto as a (K;) GDD of group type tg11 : : : tgnn if there are gi groups of sizeti and transversal designs of order n as TD(k; n), dropping the subsriptwhen  = 1; note that a TD(k; n) is a (k; ) GDD of group type nk. Theprex \R" will denote a resolvable design; we say more about resolvabil-ity in Remark 4.2. All these designs may be represented by their v by binidene matries.We should aution the reader that the \group" in a group divisibledesign is just a olletion (of points), and group there has only its everydaymeaning, not the speial mathematial meaning that ours when group isused to denote an algebrai struture. Unfortunately, we shall have to usegroup in both senses, but the meaning should be lear from the ontext.To aomplish our aim of signing BIBDs we will also need to sign GDDs.The generalized Bhaskar Rao versions (over the group G) of these designsis given by \signing" the non-zero elements of the v by b inidene matrix ofthe design, say N , i.e., by replaing the non-zero elements of N by elementsfrom the algebrai group G to give a new matrix W . If fig and fjg weretwo points of the design, andPt nitnjt = ij , then in the signed version thelist witw 1jt for t = 1; 2; : : : ; b would ontain ij=jGj opies of every elementof G, plus some zeros (we use the onvention that 0g = g0 = 0 = 0 1 forany g 2 G, with 0 being a non-group element, unhanged from N). Notethat, although it is more usual to represent the group operation as additionin Abelian groups, we will not follow this onvention rigidly (espeially for2- and 3-groups and subgroups). More importantly, our denition oversnon-Abelian signings whih we will disuss in Setion 6.Suh designs were introdued by Bhaskar Rao [10, 11℄ (under the name\balaned orthogonal design") and were initially just signed over Z2, orequivalently, the 1's in N were replaed with 1's; the signing properyin this ase just amounts to row orthogonalty using the standard inner
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 4produt. Earlier, Butson [14, 15℄ had onsidered more general signings, butas generalized Hadamard designs, where the underlying BIBD is trivial.One usually refers to signings over the group of order 2 (usually onsideredin its multipliative form as noted above) as Bhaskar Rao signings, andover other groups as generalized Bhaskar Rao signings; other authors haveused \generalized" to inlude signings of designs other than BIBDs over thegroup of order 2. The order two group is impliit for Bhaskar Rao designs,but sine we prefer to make it expliit here, we will use the term generalizedfor all our signed designs.Our aim in this artile is to onsider signings of (v; 4; ) BIBDs overelementary Abelian groups. For lariation, by an elementary Abeliangroup of order n we mean the diret produt of the yli groups Zpi forevery prime pi in the prime fatorization of n; we denote this group asEA(n), although for n = 6 we often use the equivalent group Zn.3 Some neessary onditionsClearly, the balane ondition for (v; k; ;G) GBRDs, namely that everyelement of G ours equally often in the list witw 1jt neessitates that jGjdivide .Sine we are onerned in this artile with signings of (v; 4; ) BIBDs,it is worth noting that the neessary onditions for existene of the BIBDare suÆient [35℄, and those neessary onditions an be expressed as inTable 1.Table 1: Neessary onditions on v for the existene of a (v; 4; ) BIBD (mod 6) v1,5 1; 4 (mod 12)2,4 1 (mod 3)3 0; 1 (mod 4)0 any v  4There is another neessary ondition known for GBRDs, but this intro-dues no fresh restritions when k = 4. This ondition was introdued byStreet and Rodger in a more general setting [54℄, and later speialized bySeberry to BRDs (see [52, Theorem 1℄ for a proof) and GBRDs [39℄. Wenow give a new, simplied proof of [52, Theorem 1℄.Theorem 3.1 If G has a normal subgroup of order 2, then it is neessarythat  v2  0 (mod 4) if k is odd.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 5Proof: Consider the plaement of the signings of the normal subgroup. Halfthe total pairs must have the same signing, and half opposite. If there areni bloks ontaing i of the identity in the subgroup, then we have:v2 = 2Xi nii(k   i):The theorem follows by noting that, if k is odd, i(k  i) is always even sineexatly one of the fators is.Remark 3.2 It is lear that the proof of [52, Theorem 1℄ is simplied,but the result laimed is apparently weaker. Now we want to establish ourneessary onditions are the same as [52, Theorem 1℄. Note thatv2 = bk2where b is the total number of bloks in the GBRD.Seberry's requirement for k odd is that b(k   1)  0 (mod 8), or b 0 (mod 2) if k  5 (mod 8) (when we have  k2  2 (mod 4)), or b 0 (mod 4) if k  3 (mod 4) (when we have  k2  1 (mod 2)) and norestrition on b if k  1 (mod 8) (when we have  k2  0 (mod 4)), sothese are the same restritions as ours when k odd.Seberry's requirement for k even is that b(k   4)  0 (mod 4), or b 0 (mod 2) if k  2 (mod 4) (when we have  k2  1 (mod 2)), and norestrition on b if k  0 (mod 4) (when we have  k2  0 (mod 2)), so weshould explain our lak of a restrition in the k  2 (mod 4) ase.The answer is that in our GBRD we must have  even, and this entailsthat b be even. Consider the underlying (v; 4n+2; 2t) BIBD: the repliationount is r = 2t(v   1)=(4n+ 1), whih is learly even, and the blok ountis b = vr=(4n+ 2). Rewriting this asb = v(v   1)t(2n+ 1)(4n+ 1) ;we see that b must be even.4 Dierene and Generalized Hadamard Ma-triesA (jGj; k; ) dierene matrix is a (k; k; jGj;G) GBRD, and a generalizedHadamard matrix GH(jGj; ) is both a (jGj; jGj; ) dierene matrix and
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 6a (jGj; jGj; jGj;G) GBRD. A (jGj; k; ) dierene matrix is representedby a k by jGj matrix whose elements are entries of G; eah olumn ofthis matrix an be taken as a base blok and developed over G to yield anRTD(k; jGj) on the point set IkG; the rst part of eah element (i.e., thegroup identier) is impliitly given by the row label. Sine the developmentof every olumn spans the point set, we also have resolvability; the groupset for the RTD is figG for eah i 2 Ik . Deleting a row from a (jGj; k; )dierene matrix produes a (jGj; k   1; ) dierene matrix. A dierenematrix has no empty entries. One variant with some empty entries is aquasi-dierene matrix.A GH(jGj; ) yields an RTD with the maximum possible k. The follow-ing theorem is well-known; a proof an be found in [38, Proposition 3.1℄;we will outline the proof, sine it gives us a GBRD non-existene result.Theorem 4.1 If g > 1 and an RTD(k; g) exists, then k  g, and so no(k; k; ;G) GBRD exists if k < .Proof: It suÆes to show no RTD(g + 1; g) exists. Consider the pointsof one blok; they have no more inidenes in that parallel lass, and eventhe most uniform plaement in the remaining bloks yields too many pairsfor the points of that blok.Remark 4.2 Normally, in a (jGj; k; ;G) dierene matrix eah olumngenerates a parallel lass and gives us an RTD(k; jGj), and we an add a spoints eah to  parallel lasses to get a (fk; k+1g; ) GDD of type jGjks1.However, if we have onverted the dierene matrix into a (k; k; jGj;G)GBRD, then adding points to the parallel lasses does not neessarily pro-due a GBRD: we have to sign the added points and for the GBRD balane,we would like not only every point to our in the parallel lass, but thatevery point our with every possible signing  times; in suh a ase wean add an arbitarily signed point. We will all a set of bloks where eahelement ours with every possible signing exatly one a signed parallellass.Theorem 4.3 If q is a prime power, then a (q; q; 1;EA(q)) dierene ma-trix exists.Proof: The multipliation table for GF(q) gives the dierene matrix.Corollary 4.4 If q  4 is a prime power, then a (q; 4; 1;EA(q)) dierenematrix exists.Jungnikel [9, Theorem VII.3.14℄, generalizing a result of Butson's [14℄,found the following result.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 7Theorem 4.5 If q is a prime power, then a (q; 2q; 2;EA(q)) dierenematrix exists.Any RTD(k; 2) an be represented as a (2; k; 2;Z2) dierene matrixover Z2 by simply taking one representative of eah parallel lass as aolumn of the matrix. It is easy to verify that no RTD(3; 2) exists if  isodd. This is the key fat behind Drake's result [25℄.Theorem 4.6 A (jGj; 3; ;G) dierene matrix does not exist if  is oddand jGj  2 (mod 4).For omposite numbers that are not prime powers, (jGj; k; 1;EA(G))dierene matries are known for a number of orders; for Abel's jGj = 20,see [34℄; for jGj 2 f24; 48; 55g see [57℄; for jGj = 36 we quote a result ofWojtas' [58℄; for Mills' jGj = 39, see [45℄ or [9, Example VIII.3.19℄; the restan be found in [2℄.Table 2: Known (jGj; k; 1;EA(G)) Dierene MatriesjGj k jGj k jGj k jGj k jGj k jGj k12 6 15 5 20 5 21 6 24 7 28 633 6 35 6 36 9 39 4 40 8 44 645 7 48 7 51 6 52 6 55 7 56 8We an extend Table 2 using a result of Jungnikel's [37, Theorem 6℄.Theorem 4.7 If q is a prime power, and there exists r MOLS of orderq + 1, then there exists a (q2 + q + 1; r; 1;Zq2+q+1) dierene matrix.Corollary 4.8 There exists a (57; 7; 1;Z57) dierene matrix.However, there is a general result due to Evans [27, Theorem 1℄, whihwe restate in an equivalent form.Theorem 4.9 If n > 3 is odd and not divisible by 9, then there exists an(n; 4; 1;Zn) dierene matrix.To disuss (4; 4; ;G) we need a few basi results. One basi methodof onstrution is the proess we all juxtaposition, that is, the plaing ofseveral signed inidene matries side-by-side to build an example with thedesired index.Lemma 4.10 If a (v; k; 1;G) GBRD and a (v; k; 2;G) GBRD both exist,then a (v; k; 1 + 2;G) GBRD exists also.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 8We next need a ouple of results that we expand on later in Setions 5and 6, but whih speialize to well-known results on dierene matries [17,Theorems IV.11.25{26℄.Theorem 4.11 If a (jGj; k; ;G) dierene matrix and a (jH j; k; ;H) dif-ferene matrix both exist, then a (jGj  jH j; k; ;GH) dierene matrixexists.Theorem 4.12 If a (jGj; k; ;G) dierene matrix exists and HG, thena (jGj=jH j; k; jH j;G=H) dierene matrix exists.We an now state our results on (4; 4; ;EA(n)) GBRDs.Theorem 4.13 A neessary ondition for a a (4; 4; ;EA(n)) GBRD toexist is that n divide . If n divides , then a (4; 4; ;EA(n)) GBRD existsunless:a. n is even, when we have the denite exeption of n    2 (mod 4),b. n is odd, when we have the denite exeption of n =  = 3.Proof: The non-existene when n = 3 follows from Theorem 4.1, and fromTheorem 4.6 for n    2 (mod 4).If the prime power deomposition of n ontains no prime powers smallerthan 4, then a (4; 4; n;EA(n)) GBRD may be onstruted by repeatedappliation of Theorem 4.11 to the designs given by Corollary 4.4.If n  2 (mod 4), a (4; 4; 2n;EA(n)) GBRD may be onstruted bystarting with a (4; 4; 2h;EA(h)) GBRD where h = 2 and this design isgiven by applying Theorem 4.12 to the (4; 4; 4;EA(4)) given by Corol-lary 4.4, or h = 6 and this design is given by applying Theorem 4.12 to the(4; 4; 12;EA(12)) given in Table 2, and then applying Theorem 4.11 usingthe (4; 4; n=h;EA(n=h)) GBRD onstruted above.If n  0 (mod 12), then a (4; 4; n;EA(n)) GBRD may be onstrutedby starting with a (4; 4; h;EA(h)) with h = 12 or 24 given in Table 2, and,by hoie of h we know the prime power deomposition of n=h ontains noprime powers smaller than 4, so again we may then apply Theorem 4.11using the (4; 4; n=h;EA(n=h)) GBRD onstruted above.If 3 < n and n  3 (mod 6) (so 3 is the highest power of 3 dividingn), we will suppose p is some other prime dividing n and let h = 3p.Then a (4; 4; n;EA(n)) GBRD may be onstruted by starting with a(4; 4; h;EA(h)) GBRD with h = 3p given by Theorem 4.9 and, by hoieof h we know the prime power deomposition of n=h ontains no primepowers smaller than 4, so again we may then apply Theorem 4.11 using the(4; 4; n=h;EA(n=h)) GBRD onstruted above.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 9If n = 3, then a (4; 4; 6;EA(3)) GBRD is given by Theorem 4.5, andTheorem 4.12 gives a (4; 4; 9;EA(3)) GBRD.Finally, we may juxtapose the above inidene matries if neessary toahieve the appropriate index.5 Basi ConstrutionsThere are several basi ways to onstrut spei examples of GBRDs.The simplest is the diret replaement of 1's in the inidene matrixof a BIBD with group elements. This is alled signing and we give someexamples of this method later.However, for many of onstrutions, we will need to use the reursivetehniques developed in [16, 34℄. These basi methods were developed oradapted for signings over Z2, and so need further adaptation for othergroups. In Chaudhry et al. [16℄, the powerful reursive onstrution, knownas Wilson's fundamental onstrution, or WFC, was adapted from groupdivisible designs, or GDDs, to the analogous Bhaskar Rao type designs,or BRGDDs, and we now need to dene generalized Bhaskar Rao groupdivisible designs, or GBRGDDs.Denition 5.1 A (K;;G) Generalized Bhaskar Rao GDD, or GBRGDD,is dened by its signed inidene matrix, W , in whih every element takeson the non-group value zero or the value of some member of the group G,and whih has the property that if we replae all the non-zero elements byones then the resulting matrix, N , is the inidene matrix of a (K;) GDD.If fig and fjg were two points of the design and Pt nitnjt = ij , then inthe signed version the list witw 1jt for t = 1; 2; : : : ; b would ontain ij=jGjopies of every element of G. We use the group type of the underlying GDDas the group type of the GBRGDD.Note that the inidene matrix, N , of a (K;) GDD has the propertythat every o-diagonal element of NNT is either  or zero; (the diagonalneed not be onstant).Our adaptation of Wilson's fundamental onstrution, given below asTheorem 5.2, together with the use of Theorem 5.4, gives a uniform frame-work to several other onstrutions that have appeared in the literature(see [23, 39, 50, 51℄). Although the authors in [16, 34℄ were only onernedwith the group Z2, others dealing with simpler diret produts of Abeliangroups [23, 39℄ and the more omplex ase of non-Abelian groups [19, 47℄have given the speial ase of \breaking the bloks" (Theorem 5.3 below).Although the primary onern in this artile is with elementary Abeliangroups here, we have given some of our onstrutions for more generalgroups.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 10We now give the variant of WFC for GBRGDDs.Theorem 5.2 Let H be a normal subgroup of G. Suppose we have a master(K 0; 1;G=H) GBRGDD with group type G = (jG1j; : : : ; jGg j). Supposew(x) is a positive weighting funtion dened for eah point of the masterdesign. Also, we have an ingredient (K;2;H) GBRGDD with a group typevetor of W (B) = (jw(b1)j; : : : ; jw(bk0 )j) for eah blok B = fb1; : : : ; bk0g.Then there is a (K;12;G) GBRGDD with group typeW (G) = 0Xx2G1 w(x); : : : ; Xx2Gg w(x)1A :Proof: If we ignore the signing aspet, this is simply the WFC for GDDs [55℄,so the only aspet we need deal with is the signing.We note that the elements of G=H are atually the osets, whih we willdenote by a system of representatives, say S = fs1; : : : ; sjGj=jHjg. Now theproperty of being signed overG=H means that between any two points fromdierent groups, say i and j, the produts si  s 1j form jH j=jGj systemsof representatives onsidering the totality of suh produts over the bloksommon to both points.Now we replae the signing Hsi by si. The signing rule we use is thatwhen we are looking at a master blok ontaining bi with a sign of s(bi),and in a blok of the appropriate ingredient design we have wj(bi) with asign of t(wj(bi)), then in the resultant design we give the point a sign ofs(bi)  t(wj(bi)).Now onsider a master blok ontaining the pair of points i and j withthe signing si and sj ; for eah ingredient design on this pair the pointpair (wm(bi); wn(bj)) has a signing (tm; tn) in the ingredient design withthe property that, over this whole design, tm  t 1n gives 2=jH j opies ofH . Hene the signing we generate has the property in the resultant designthat the produts sitm  (sjtn) 1 = si(tm  t 1n )s 1j ontain 2=jH j opies ofsiHs 1j = H(sis 1j ) from this blok, and so, noting that sis 1j is part of asystem of representatives by the GBR property of the master design, on-sidering all the bloks in the master design, we have (1jH j=jGj)  (2=jH j)systems of representatives, eah multiplied by the oset H ; i.e., the resul-tant design will ontain 12=jGj opies of all osets, as required.Theorem 5.3 is a very useful speial ase of Theorem 5.2. It desribesa onstrution that is is known as \breaking the bloks"; in fat, it is souseful that we prefer to invoke its use by referring to the more desriptivephrase \breaking the bloks," rather than as \Theorem 5.3".
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 11Theorem 5.3 Let H be a normal subgroup of G. Suppose we have a mas-ter (v;K; 1;G=H) GBRD, and for every blok size j 2 K, we have a(j; k; 2;H) GBRD. Then there is a (v; k; 12;G) GBRD.Proof: Treating the master GBRD as a GBRGDD with group type 1v, wegive every point of the master GBRGDD a weight of one in Theorem 5.2.We next look at lling in the groups of the GBRGDD.Theorem 5.4 Let us suppose that we have a (k; ;H) GBRGDD withgroup type G = (jG1j; jG2j; : : : ; jGg j), and for the rst group, we have a(jG1j+w; k; ;H) GBRD, and for the remaining groups we have a (jGij+w; k; ;H) GBRD that is missing a (w; k; ;H) GBRD subdesign, thenwe have a (v + w; k; ;H) GBRD, where v = Pi jGij, whih ontains a(jG1j+ w; k; ;H) GBRD subdesign.Proof: Augment the point set of the GBRGDD with w new points, (some-times alled the innite points), and use the (jGij + w; k; ;H) GBRDmissing a (w; k; ;H) GBRD subdesign, to ll the i-th group (for i > 1),ensuring that the missing subdesign is aligned on the w new points. Finally,use the (jG1j+ w; k; ;H) GBRD to omplete the design.Remark 5.5 Every (v; k; ;H) GBRD has a (w; k; ;H) GBRD subdesignif w = 0 or 1: these trivial subdesigns ontain no bloks.We an also derive the following variant of a result originally due to Lamand Seberry [39℄; note that we do not require that the missing subdesignexist.Theorem 5.6 If there exists a (v; k; ;G) GBRD, and a (u + w; k; ;G)GBRD missing a (w; k; ;G) GBRD, and if further there is a TD(k; u);then there exists a (uv + w; k; ;G) GBRD missing a (w; k; ;G) GBRD.If there also exists a (u + w; k; ;G) GBRD or a (w; k; ;G) GBRD, thenthere exists a (uv + w; k; ;G) GBRD ontaining a (u+ w; k; ;G) GBRDsubdesign and a (v; k; ;G) GBRD subdesign.Proof: Take the (v; k; ;G) GBRD as the master in Theorem 5.2, and giveeah point a weight of u. The TD provides the ingredient, and generates a(k; ;G) GBRGDD of type uv. Then ll the groups using Theorem 5.4, toget the result.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 126 More ConstrutionsIn this setion we provide a link whih allows us to exploit several publisheddesigns that are important for our subsequent existene arguments.The rst result, and its proof, is taken from [31, p. 124℄.Lemma 6.1 If there exists a (v; k; ;G) GBRD on the point set Iv on-taining b bloks then there exists a (k; =jGj) GDD of type jGjv.Proof: For any g 2 G, let Pg denote the permutation matrix orrespondingto the development of g over G. Now, by replaing every ourrene of gin the inidene matrix of of the GBRD by Pg and every 0 by the jGj byjGj zero matrix, we get the inidene matrix of the GDD.It is lear that this result an be strengthened to yield the followingtheorem; this strengthening proved useful in helping mine the literature fordiret onstrutions of GDDs that ould be onverted into GBRDs.Theorem 6.2 There exists a (v; k; ;G) GBRD on the point set Iv on-taining b bloks i there exists a (k; =jGj) GDD of type jGjv that is givenby a dierene family ontaining b bloks developed over G with the pointset Iv G.Corollary 6.3 If v 2 f41; 61; 81g, then there is a BRD(v; 5; 2).Proof: See [59, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.7℄; their onstrutions of a GDD(5; 2v)are by base bloks developed over Zv  Z2.Given a (K;) GDD of type ng1; ng2; : : : ; ngm we may form a (K;n2)GDD of type g1; g2; : : : ; gm by simply ollapsing points in an arbitary n to1 fashion, so long as we ollapse n old points from the same group into anew point in the orresponding group.However, if a (K;) GDD of type (ng)v is given by a dierene familyover Iv Gn where jGnj = ng, and N Gn with jN j = n, and we ollapsewithin the osets of N , then we may form a (K;n) GDD of type gv; herethe point set will be Iv Gn=N .Now, using the relationship given in Theorem 6.2, we ould derive thefollowing result of Gibbons and Mathon [32, Theorem 2℄. We have alsogiven their proof, as it is so brief.Theorem 6.4 If there exists a (v; k; ;G) GBRD and N G. Then thereexists a (v; k; ;G=N) GBRD.Proof: Use the homomorphism from G to G=N with kernal N to obtain thenew design from the hypothesized one. It is easily veried that the newdesign is a GBRD.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 13In the literature, it seems that whenever points are ollapsed over anormal subgroup the information ontained in that signing within the nor-mal subgroup is disarded, presumably as no one notied a use for it. Nowwe indiate how that signing information an be retained in a GBRGDDsetting.We have already seen, in Theorem 6.2, that replaing the signing groupelement g in a GBRD by its orresponding permutation matrix Pg givesa GDD. If (xit; yjt) is the list of the signings for points fxg and fyg inthe t-th blok where both points are present, the generalized Bhaskar Raoproperty is that every element of the group has =jGj representations inthe list xit  y 1jt ; the orresponding property for the permutation matrixrepresentation is that PPxitP 1yjt = =jGjJ where J is the all-ones matrixof order jGj.Let N G. What we want now is a signed permutation matrix presen-tation for the points, where the permutation matrix is for the developmentof g over G=N , and the signings are from N . We already know, from The-orem 6.4, that we have a representation suh thatPPxitP 1yjt = jN j=jGjJwhere J is the all-ones matrix of order jGj=jN j, and where Pg here is the un-signed matrix for the development of g over G=N . So now we want to signthis matrix over N so that eah jN j=jGj entry in jN j=jGjJ is replaedby a olletion of =jGj opies of eah element of N .Theorem 6.5 Let G be a nite Abelian group, with N H, i.e., G is thediret produt of N and H = G=N . If there exists a (v;K; ;G) GBRD,then there exists a (K;;N) GBRGDD of type jH jv.Proof: Here the group operation is given by (a; b)  (x; y) = (ax; by). Ifg = (n; h) = (n; 1)  (1; h) we take the permutation representation of hover H , and sign every element with n. Clearly these signed permutationmatries are an isomorphi form of the group. Their group operation ismatrix multipliation of the matries, with the produt of two non-zeroelements being ombined by the original group operation in N . (Tehni-ally, matrix multipliation is dened over a eld rather than a group, andwe only have multipliation, not addition, in a group; however, as we onlyuse permutation matries, the question of addition doesn't really arise, byadopting the onvention that the non-group elements (the nominal zeros)in the permutation matrix have an empty group produt with both groupand non-group elements).Finally, in the signed inidene matrix of the GBRD, replaing (n; h)by nPh produes the signed inidene matrix of the GBRGDD.Example 6.6 An example with Z2  Z2  Z2. The replaement matriesare given below.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 1400 7!  0 0  01 7!  1 1  10 7!  00  11 7!  11 Theorem 6.7 Let Zmn be a nite Abelian group, with ZnZmn, and takeZmn=Zn ' Zm. If there exists a (v;K; ;Zmn) GBRD, then there exists a(K;;Zn) GBRGDD of type mv.Proof: Let C be the irulant of order m whose only non-empty elementin the rst row is in the last olumn, and let (the unsigned) Mi = Ci fori = 0; 1; : : : ;m  1.Now sign these matries with the group element 0 on or below the maindiagonal, and with 1 above the diagonal.Compute Mam+i for a = 1; 2; : : : ; n   1 by adding a (mod n) to thenon-empty elements of Mi for i = 0; 1; : : : ;m.As in Theorem 6.5, these M 's form a group that is isomorphi to Zmnand, in the signed inidene matrix of the GBRD, replaing g by Mg pro-dues the signed inidene matrix of the GBRGDD.Example 6.8 An example with Z2  Z4. The replaement matries aregiven below.0 7!  0 0  1 7!  10  2 7!  1 1  3 7!  01 Example 6.9 An example with Z4  Z8. The replaement matries aregiven below.0 7!  0 0  1 7!  10  2 7!  1 1  3 7!  21 4 7!  2 2  5 7!  32  6 7!  3 3  7 7!  03 Example 6.10 An example with Z3  Z9. The replaement matries aregiven below.0 7! 0 0 0 0 1A 1 7! 0 10 0 1A 2 7! 0 1 10 1A3 7! 0 1 1 1 1A 4 7! 0 21 1 1A 5 7! 0 2 21 1A6 7! 0 2 2 2 1A 7 7! 0 02 2 1A 8 7! 0 0 02 1A
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 15Now we quote the Frobenius-Stikleberger theorem on the struture ofnite Abelian groups (see e.g., [49, Theorem 4.2.6℄).Theorem 6.11 An Abelian group is nite if and only if it is a diret prod-ut of nitely many yli groups with prime power orders.Using Theorem 6.11 with Theorems 6.5 and 6.7, and noting that theKroneker produt of permutation matries yields a permutation represen-tation for the orresponding diret produt group, we immediately obtaina general result for the Abelian ase.Theorem 6.12 Let G be a nite Abelian group. If a (v;K; ;G) GBRDexists and NG, then there exists a (K;;N) GBRGDD of type (jGj=jN j)v.Example 6.13 A non-Abelian example with Zn  Dn. where Dn is thedihedral group ha; b : an = b2 = (ab)2 = 1i. The replaement matries aregiven below. ai 7!  ai a i  aib 7!  aia i We had intended to onjeture that Theorem 6.12 would hold for non-Abelian groups also, so although any subgroup in an Abelian group isobviously normal, we inluded normality in the hypotheses of the abovetheorems as an indiation of what we think the non-Abelian version oughtto be.However, when we looked at the dihedral group we found we ould givea signed matrix representation when we hose to sign over one of the basinormal subgroups (ha : an = 1i) as shown in Example 6.13, but ould notover the other (hb : b2 = 1i), nor over Dm  Dmn. We don't intend toprove this here, but the reader might infer the truth from onsideration ofD3 ' S3. There are only six permutation matries of order 3, so we wouldtake an asymetri one to represent a in the normal subgroup ha : a3 = 1i,and a2 would be the other, and I3 the identity; now we'ld like to sign theseover hd : b2 = 1i to distinguish the elements of D3, but we must have(aib)2 = 1, so aib must be represented by a symmetri permutation matrix,sine P 1 = P T for any permutation matrix P .It is not lear to us what governs when we an sign over a normalsubgroup, and when we an't.One partiularly useful appliation of Theorem 6.12 is to the dierenematries of Theorem 4.3.Theorem 6.14 Let 0  n  N . If p is a prime power, and k  pN , thenthere exists a (k; pN n;EA(pN n) GBRGDD of type (pn)k.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 16Example 6.15 A onstrution of a (8; 4;EA(4)) GBRGDD of type 28 isonstruted from the multipliation table of GF (23) generated by a rootof the primitive equation x3 + x + 1 = 0. The original elements of theform Cx2 + Bx + A are replaed by elements of the form CAB where thesubsript represents the signing over EA(4); the 16 bloks of the design areformed by developing C over Z2 ' GF (8)=GF (4). Eah olumn generatestwo bloks, and the group label of eah point is impliitly given by the rowlabel. 0e 0e 0e 0e 0e 0e 0e 0e0e 0a 0b 1e 0ab 1b 1ab 1a0e 0b 1e 0ab 1b 1ab 1a 0a0e 1e 0ab 1b 1ab 1a 0a 0b0e 0ab 1b 1ab 1a 0a 0b 1e0e 1b 1ab 1a 0a 0b 1e 0ab0e 1ab 1a 0a 0b 1e 0ab 1b0e 1a 0a 0b 1e 0ab 1b 1abAnother useful appliation of Theorem 6.12 is to Bose's relative dier-ene set for the puntured AG(2; q) [12℄. We now state an instane of Bose'sonstrution.Theorem 6.16 If GF(q2) is the extension eld of GF(q), with a typialelement of GF(q2) being ax + b with a; b 2 GF (q), then the set of disretelogarithms D = flog(ax+ 1) : a 2 GF (q)gforms a relative dierene set over Zq2 1 for a (q; 1) GDD of type (q 1)q+1.The groups are those points having the same residue modulo (q+1) in Zq2 1.This design an be ompleted to AG(q) with the short blokf1; 0; (q + 1); 2(q + 1); : : : ; (q   2)(q + 1)g:Corollary 6.17 If q is a prime power, then a (q+1; q; q 1;Zq 1) GBRDexists.Proof: If D is the set given by Theorem 6.16, and we represent a point x ofZq2 1 in the new point set Iq+1  Zq 1 byx 7! (x (mod (q + 1)); bx=(q + 1)):Now onsider the development of the relative dierene set in Zq2 1.This an be done by writing down the rst (q + 1) translates, then sues-sively adding (q + 1) to this set. Mapping this proess into the new pointset, it is lear that the GDD an be reresented by these (q+1) base bloksin the new point set (developed over Zq 1) and the result now follows byTheorem 6.1.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 17Corollary 6.18 If q is a prime power, and n is a fator of q   1, then a(q + 1; n;Zn) GBRGDD of type ((q   1)=n)q+1 exists.Proof: Apply Theorem 6.12 to Corollary 6.17.Example 6.19 Using tables (e.g., [5, 33℄) we an apply Bose's onstrutionof Theorem 6.16 to ompute a relative dierene set over Z24 for a (5; 1)GDD of type 46 as f0; 17; 21; 8; 22g. We write down the rst six translatesas olumns, apply the mapping x 7! (x (mod 6); bx=6), and so form the(essentially unique [32℄) (6; 5; 4;Z4) GBRD given by the following inidenematrix. 0 18 0 0 12    1 19 1 1 138   2 20 2 221 9   3 21 322 22 10   4 2217 23 23 11   5 7! 0 3 0 0 2    0 3 0 0 21   0 3 0 03 1   0 3 03 3 1   0 32 3 3 1   0We an now use the replaement sheme illustated in Example 6.8 toget a (5; 2;Z2) GBRGDD of type 26.Example 6.20 A similar example, but where the resulting GBRGDD isnot signed over an elementary Abelian group is given by the punturedAG(9). Using tables (e.g., [33℄) we nd f(x) = x2+ y7x+ y7 is a primitivepolynomial in GF (81) as an extension of GF (9); y is a onstant in GF (81)and y is a root of y2 = y+1 in GF(9). Applying Boses's onstrution of The-orem 6.16, we get a (9; 1) GDD of type 810 as f0; 32; 39; 57; 63; 66; 65; 28; 44gand, as in Example 6.19, form a (10; 9; 8;Z8) GBRD given by the followinginidene matrix. 0 4 3 6 7 7 5 7 4 -- 0 4 3 6 7 7 5 7 43 - 0 4 3 6 7 7 5 76 3 - 0 4 3 6 7 7 54 6 3 - 0 4 3 6 7 76 4 6 3 - 0 4 3 6 76 6 4 6 3 - 0 4 3 65 6 6 4 6 3 - 0 4 32 5 6 6 4 6 3 - 0 43 2 5 6 6 4 6 3 - 0We an now use the replaement sheme illustated in Example 6.9 toget a (9; 4;Z4) GBRGDD of type 210.We ould also generate a (9; 2;Z2) GBRGDD of type 410 as in the proofof Theorem 6.7.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 18The GBRGDDs produed by Theorem 6.14 and Corollary 6.18 prove tobe very useful. The appliation of Theorem 6.12 to the dierene matriesof Table 2 also give helpful GBRGDDs. The two remaining onstrutionsin this setion were onstruted diretly.There are two interesting signings over Z3 of symmetri BIBDs. Therst is Baker's (15; 7; 3;Z3) GBRD [6℄. Only one of the (15; 7; 3) BIBDs issignable, and this signing is unique (up to isomorphism).Example 6.21 We onstrut a (15; 7; 3;Z3) GBRD on the point set (I2 Z7) [ f1g. (10; (0; 0)0; (0; 4)2; (0; 6)1; (1; 0)0; (1; 4)1; (1; 6)2)((0; 0)0; (0; 4)1; (0; 6)2; (1; 1)0; (1; 2)2; (1; 3)2; (1; 5)2)((0; 0)0; (0; 1)0; (0; 2)0; (0; 3)0; (0; 4)0; (0; 5)0; (0; 6)0)Only the rst two bloks are developed over Z7.The seond interesting signing is Mathon's (45; 12; 3;Z3) GBRD [43℄.Example 6.22 Here we give the inidene matrix of the (45; 12; 3) BIBDthat Mathon was able to sign. We build this matrix by stages. Leta = 0 0 1 00 0 11 0 0 1A b = 0 0 0 11 0 00 1 0 1A  = 0 1 0 00 0 10 1 0 1A :Now let U be given by the Kroneker produt U = I 
 J , where I and Jhave their usual meanings as 3 by 3 matries. LetV = 0        1A W = 0 I a ba b Ib I a 1A X = 0 b a Ia I bI b a 1A :We an now give the inidene matrix of a signable (45; 12; 3) BIBD.0BBBB U 0 V W XX U 0 V WW X U 0 VV W X U 00 V W X U 1CCCCALemma 6.23 The following GBRDs exist:
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 19a. a (v; f9; 10g; 3;Z3) GBRD for 33  v  34.b. a (v; f6; 7; 9g; 3;Z3) GBRD for v = 24.. a (v; f9; 10; 11; 12g; 3;Z3) GBRD for 36  v  45;d. a (v; f6; 7; 9; 10; 11; 12g; 3;Z3) GBRD for 27  v  30;e. a (v; f5; 6; 7; 8; 9g; 3;Z3) GBRD for 24  v  26;f. a (v; f4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9g; 3;Z3) GBRD for 21  v  23;Proof: For part (a), note that deleting all (or all but one) of the points ofany blok of the BIBD (i.e., residualization) still gives us a signed matrix.For part (b), we may delete all of the points in the rst two bloks inExample 6.22.For the remaining GBRDs, delete rows of the signed inidene matrix,starting from the top.7 Powers of 2In this setion we will only onsider signings over EA(2n). Sine  will beeven for all GBRDs, the admissible v are v  1 (mod 3) if 3 6 j, and anyv  4 if 3 j subjet to the restritions of Theorem 4.6 when v = 4.7.1 The Group of Order 2The ase where we sign over Z2 (or equivalently, the multipliative groupf+1; 1g) is the lassial ase studied by Bhaskar Rao, and the existene of(v; 4; ;Z2) GBRD has previously been fairly well studied. de Launey andSeberry solved the existene problem for  > 2 with just 7 exeptions onthe values v 2 f28; 34; 39g. Deleting three non-onurrent lines of PG(2; 7)gives a (36; f5; 6g; 1) PBD, then restoring 3 deleted non-ollinear points,one from eah of the three deleted lines, yields a (39; f5; 6; 7g; 1) PBD. Wean break the bloks of this PBD to get a (39; 4; 6;Z2) GBRD, as notedin [34℄. A diret onstrution of a (v; 4; 6;Z2) GBRD for v = 28 and 34is known [34℄ and by juxtaposing with one or two opies of a (v; 4; 4;Z2)GBRD, we an also deal with  = 10 and 14. Existene for (v; 4; 2;Z2)GBRDs with v  1 (mod 6) was also shown in [34℄, and for (v; 4; 2;Z2)GBRDs with v  4 (mod 6) was studied in [24℄, where existene was shownwith at most 28 possible exeptions, plus two denite exeptions. Thesepossible exeptions were all onstruted by Ge and Lam [30℄. For v = 4,it follows from Theorem 4.6 that no design exists unless   0 (mod 4).Also, no (10; 4; 2;Z2) GBRD exists [21℄. We may summarize these results.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 20Theorem 7.1 A (4; 4; ;Z2) GBRD exists i   0 (mod 4). For v >4, the neessary onditions for a (v; 4; ;Z2) GBRD, namely that   0(mod 2) and (v 1)  0 (mod 3), are suÆient with the denite exeptionof a (10; 4; 2;Z2) GBRD.7.2 The Group of Order 4For EA(4), de Launey and Seberry had shown the neessary onditionswere suÆient for a (v; 4; ;EA(4)) GBRD when  > 4 with the possibleexeption of a (v; 4; 12;EA(4)) GBRD for v 2 f15; 23g. For (v; 4; 4;EA(4))GBRDs, de Launey and Seberry were able to break the bloks of a (v; 4; 1)BIBD with a (4; 4; 4;EA(4)) GBRD to deal with v  1; 4 (mod 12), butfound no way to generally exploit their example of a (19; 4; 4;EA(4)) GBRDto deal with the other ases where v  1 (mod 3). It is known that no(7; 4; 4;EA(4)) GBRD exists [21℄.We now deal with some of these missing ases by diret onstrution orby using a known PBD result.Example 7.2 We onstrut a (31; 4; 4;EA(4)) GBRD on point set Z31.(000; 700; 1411; 2200) (000; 300; 610; 1001) (000; 101; 301; 511)(000; 111; 201; 1000) (000; 211; 1601; 1910) (000; 1100; 2010; 3000)(000; 710; 1310; 1901) (000; 500; 1101; 1611) (000; 400; 1301; 1700)(000; 501; 1311; 2111)We onstrut a (43; 4; 4;EA(4)) GBRD on point set Z43.(000; 500; 2200; 3300) (000; 300; 611; 1010) (000; 400; 810; 1901)(000; 1210; 2501; 3400) (000; 1110; 1600; 3411) (000; 1400; 2601; 4110)(000; 100; 2410; 2711) (000; 101; 3000; 3201) (000; 110; 310; 501)(000; 1411; 1900; 3700) (000; 601; 1211; 1911) (000; 711; 1410; 2201)(000; 800; 1601; 2610) (000; 111; 1001; 2300)We onstrut a (55; 4; 4;EA(4)) GBRD on point set Z55.(000; 2500; 3200; 4400) (000; 1111; 2400; 3800) (000; 1711; 2000; 5210)(000; 711; 1410; 2201) (000; 800; 1610; 4201) (000; 1211; 1800; 4500)(000; 200; 1110; 2010) (000; 1710; 3601; 5110) (000; 1401; 2600; 4200)(000; 510; 1010; 1611) (000; 2401; 3111; 3711) (000; 501; 3010; 5100)(000; 110; 300; 511) (000; 100; 201; 1701) (000; 111; 2311; 2610)(000; 2301; 2710; 4511) (000; 610; 1411; 2601) (000; 911; 1910; 4001)Example 7.3 We onstrut a (15; 4; 12;EA(4)) GBRD on the point setZ15.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 21B0 = (0e; 1a; 5e; 10e) B1 = (0e; 5b; 7b; 10ab);B2 = (0e; 1a; 5a; 10b) B3 = (0e; 5ab; 10a; 13ab);C0 = (1w; 2x; 4y; 8z):Now in C0 we replae (w; x; y; z) by:(e; e; e; e) (e; a; b; ab) (e; b; ab; a) (e; ab; a; b) (e; e; ab; ab)(e; ab; b; a) (e; b; e; b) (e; e; e; a) (e; ab; a; ab) (e; b; ab; e):These 10 base bloks together with B0; : : : ; B3 generate our design.Remark 7.4 Abel and Ling [4, Lemma 2.2.1℄ give some diret onstru-tions that an be interpreted, via Theorem 6.2, as (v; f4; 5g; 4;EA(4))GBRDs having u signed parallel lasses on the bloks of size 4; for v = 23and 27, we have u = 4, and for v = 63 and 97, we have u = 7.From an Abel and Ling design we get a (23; f4; 5g; 4;EA(4)) GBRD; nowbreak the bloks with (k; 4; 3) BIBDs for k = 4 and 5 for a (23; 4; 12;EA(4))GBRD.We now state a result of Rees and Stinson [48, Theorem 8.28℄, inor-porating Drake and Larson's [26℄ bound for the \only if" part. Using thisresult with t = 19, and breaking the bloks of the PBD will later helpestablish Theorem 7.6.Theorem 7.5 Let v  7; 10 (mod 12) and let t  7; 10 (mod 12); then a(v; f4; tg; 1) PBD exists if and only if v  3t+ 1.We summarize our EA(4) results.Theorem 7.6 The neessary onditions for a (v; 4; ;EA(4)) GBRD, i.e.,that   0 (mod 4) and (v   1)  0 (mod 3), are suÆient with thedenite exeption of the non-existing (7; 4; 4;EA(4)) GBRD and the possibleexeption of (v; 4; 4;EA(4)) GBRDs for v 2 f10; 22; 34; 46g.Proof: We an break the bloks of a (v; 4; 1) BIBD to deal with the 1; 4(mod 12) ases, and get the 7; 10 (mod 12) ases from the (19; 4; 4;EA(4))GBRD and Theorem 7.5 if v  58. The designs for v = 31 and 43 are givenin Example 7.2.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 227.3 The Groups of Order 8 or MoreWe now look at EA(n) where n = 2r  8. Here de Launey and Se-berry found the neessary onditions were suÆient for  > n; this fol-lows essentially from the (v; 4; ;Z2) GBRD result, sine we an use a(4; 4; n=2;EA(n=2) GBRD to break the bloks of the (v; 4; ;Z2) GBRD.However, now we have a stronger result for EA(2), we an also apply thisonstrution for  = n and state a stronger result.Theorem 7.7 Let n  8 be a power of 2. Then the neessary onditionsfor a (v; 4; ;EA(n)) GBRD, namely that   0 (mod n) and (v  1)  0(mod 3), are suÆient with the possible exeption of a (10; 4; n;EA(n))GBRD.8 Powers of 3In this setion we will only onsider signings over EA(3n). Sine  will bea multiple of three for all GBRDs, the admissible v are v  0; 1 (mod 4) if is odd and any v  4 if  is even.8.1 The Group of Order 3For  > 3, de Launey and Seberry solved the existene problem for signingsoverZ3. For  = 3, no (4; 4; 3;Z3) GBRD exists, but de Launey and Seberryshowed v  1 (mod 4) was suÆient, and gave examples of (v; 4; 3;Z3)GBRDs for v  0 (mod 4) with 4 < v  28. We will use these to deal withthe  = 3 ase more generally.We rst state a result of Abel et al. [1, Theorem 4.5℄.Theorem 8.1 Let H0;1(4) = fn : n  0; 1 (mod 4)g \ fn : n  8g, and letH4;5(8) = fn : n  4; 5 (mod 8)g \ fn : n  8g. Also let A = H0;1(4) \ fn :n  56g, B = H4;5(8) \ fn : 60  n  93g and K = A [ B [ f88; 101g.Then K is a PBD basis for H0;1(4) i.e., a (v;K; 1) PBD exists for everyv 2 H0;1(4). All the elements of K are essential with the possible exeptionof 101.Bennett et al. [7℄ examined the PBD losure of f5; 8; 9g, and determinedthat 12, 13, 16, 17, 20, 24, 28, 29, 32, 33, and 44 were denite exeptions,and the possible exeptions were 52, 60, 68, 84, 92, 96, 100, 104,. . . ,308,312. For our purposes, it would suÆe to exhibit a (v; 4; 3;Z3) GBRD forthe values v = 5, 8 and 9, and all values in the intersetion of Abel et al.'sbasis set and Bennett et al.'s exeption set.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 23Theorem 8.2 The neessary onditions for a (v; 4; ;Z3) GBRD, namelythat   0 (mod 3) and v(v   1)  0 (mod 4) are suÆient with thedenite exeption of a (4; 4; 3;Z3) GBRD.Proof: We need to establish a (v; 4; 3;Z3) GBRD exists for v 2 f32, 44,52, 60, 68, 84, 92, 96g. For v = 32, 52 or 68: there are 4 by g dierenematries known over EA(g) for g = 24, 39 or 51. Applying Theorem 6.12,we get (4; 3;Z3) GBRGDDs of types 84, 134 or 174, whih we may thenll by Theorem 5.4. For v = 44, a solution (as a (4; 1) GDD of type 344)is given in [28, Lemma 2.1℄. For v = 60 or 96: we may trunate a TD oforder 12 or 11 to get a GDD of type 125 or 11871 and then ll the groups,possibly using an extra point, to get a (v; f5; 8; 9; 12g; 1) PBD; we an breakthe bloks of these PBDs with (k; 4; 3;Z3) GBRDs. For v = 84: take a 4-GDD of type 47 (i.e., a (28; 4; 1) RBIBD missing a parallel lass) and givepoints a weight of 3 using a (4; 3;Z3) GBRGDD of type 34 as ingredient inTheorem 5.2 to get a (4; 3;Z3) GBRGDD of type 127 whih we may thenll by Theorem 5.4. For v = 92 = 13(8  1) + 1: apply Theorem 5.6.The existene for  > 3 was shown in [23℄.8.2 The Group of Order 9For EA(9), de Launey and Seberry had shown the neessary onditions weresuÆient for a (v; 4; ;EA(9)) GBRD when  > 9 with the possible exep-tion of a (v; 4; 18;EA(9)) GBRD for v 2 f6; 14; 15; 18; 23; 26; 27; 38; 42; 47g;note we inluded v = 14 and 15. For (v; 4; 9;EA(9)) GBRDs, de Launeyand Seberry were able onstrut v 2 f4; 5; 9g.Example 8.3 We onstrut an (8; 4; 9;EA(9)) GBRD on point set Z7 [f1g. (000; 100; 201; 412) (000; 112; 202; 402) (000; 111; 400; 620)(100; 010; 101; 320) (100; 000; 212; 311) (100; 022; 202; 321)We onstrut a (12; 4; 9;EA(9)) GBRD on point set Z11 [ f1g.(000; 300; 500; 701) (000; 212; 301; 400) (000; 121; 510; 801)(000; 222; 421; 511) (000; 211; 720; 820) (000; 411; 520; 601)(100; 010; 322; 820) (100; 000; 101; 311) (100; 021; 602; 712)After a preliminary lemma, we will deal with some of these missing ases.Lemma 8.4.a is laimed in [8, Table II.3.17℄, iting [9℄, and is laimed in [46,Result 3.2℄, where the result seems to be attributed to Wilson, althoughthe itation is [9℄. Lemma 8.4. is due to Hanani [36℄ and is ited by Wilsonin [56℄. Beth et al. give a proof of Lemma 8.4. (only) in [9, PropositionIX.4.6℄.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 24Lemma 8.4 Let v  0; 1 (mod 4).a. If v 62 f8; 9; 12g, then a (v; f4; 5g; 1) PBD exists.b. If v 62 f5; 8; 9; 12g, then a (v; f4; 5; 4g; 1) PBD exists.. A (v; f4; 5; 8; 9; 12g; 1) PBD exists.Proof: For part (a), we an use a (v; 4; 1) BIBD to deal with v  1; 4(mod 12), and adding 1, 4, 5 or 20 points to a (v; 4; 1) RBIBD deals with theother residue lasses modulo 12, but that only deals with v  0 (mod 12)for v  84. For v = 24, 36 or 60, we an delete d = 1, 5 or 1 ollinear pointsfrom a (v + d; 5; 1) BIBD. Lamken et al. onstrut diretly a (48; f4; 5g; 1)with the property that its 4-bloks form nine parallel lasses [40℄. Forv = 72, we ll in the groups of a TD(4; 17) using 4 extra points; the lling(21; f4; 5; 4g; 1) PBD an be onstruted by deleting 4 ollinear points fromAG(2; 5).For v = 21, our original onstrution amounts to ompleting AG(2; 4)to PG(2; 4), but we have given an alternative onstrution whih exhibitsa blok of size 4. Apart from v = 21, adding points to the RBIBD alwaysleaves some bloks of size four, so we have already proved part (b).Part () follows immediately from part (a).Theorem 8.5 The neessary onditions for a (v; 9; ;EA(9)) GBRD, i.e.,that   0 (mod 9) and v(v   1)  0 (mod 4), are suÆient with thepossible exeption of a (18; 4; 18;EA(9)) GBRD.Proof: The result for  = 9 follows from Lemma 8.4.a and Example 8.3 andbreaking the bloks of the PBD.For  > 9, we only have to deal with de Launey and Seberry's possibleexeptions for  = 18 noted above.For all but v = 23 (and v = 18), we have a (v; 4; 18;EA(18)) GBRD(given below in Theorem 9.10); ollapse points over the normal subgroupof order 2, using Theorem 6.4. For v = 23, a (v;K; 3;Z3) GBRD (withK  f4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g) is given by deleting points from Mathon'sdesign; we may break their bloks using (k; 4; 6;Z3) GBRDs.8.3 The Groups of Order 27 or MoreWe now look at EA(n) where 27  n = 3r. Here de Launey and Se-berry found the neessary onditions were suÆient for  > n; this fol-lows essentially from the (v; 4; ;Z3) GBRD result, sine we an break thebloks of the (v; 4; ;Z3) GBRD with a (4; 4; n=3;EA(n=3)) GBRD. How-ever, de Launey and Seberry did not disuss the ase  = n.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 25Theorem 8.6 Let n  27 be a power of 3. Then the neessary onditionsfor a (v; 4; ;EA(n)) GBRD, namely that   0 (mod n) and v(v 1)  0(mod 4), are suÆient.Proof: It only remains to deal with  = n. We have a (4; 4; n;EA(n))GBRD and a (4; 4; n=3;EA(n=3)) GBRD. We may use the latter design tobreak the bloks of a (v; 4; 3;Z3) GBRD for v = 5, 8, 9 or 12, and so havethe neessary ingredients to break a (v; f4; 5; 8; 9; 12g; 1) PBD, thene theresult follows by Lemma 8.4.9 Some 2 mod 4 asesHere we onsider EA(n) groups of order n = 2  3s  6. The only generalrestrition on v is given by Theorem 4.6 when v = 4.9.1 The Group of Order 6For the group EA(6) (or equivalently, Z6), de Launey and Seberry solvedthe existene problem for  > 6 with 21 exeptions in the range 8  v  34.de Launey and Seberry onstruted a number of small designs with  = 6,in fat, all values of v  20, exept 4, 5, 6, 8, 17 and 19. For v = 4, it isknown that no design exists unless   0 (mod 4). Also, no (5; 4; 6;Z6)GBRD exists [21℄.Our rst step is to augment de Launey and Seberry's diret onstru-tions of (v; 4; 6;Z6) GBRDs. By exploiting Theorem 6.2, we obtained Ex-amples 9.1 and 9.4 from [13, Lemmas 6.14{15℄.Example 9.1 We onstrut a (6; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD on the point set I2Z3.(000; 013; 100; 111) (000; 011; 110; 125) (000; 015; 101; 124)(000; 012; 020; 103) (000; 102; 112; 120)Example 9.2 We onstrut a (17; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD on the point set Z17.This example was adapted from [18, Lemma 2.4℄.(70; 100; 111; 64) (90; 80; 21; 154) (130; 40; 31; 144) (120; 50; 11; 164)(140; 30; 51; 124) (160; 10; 131; 44) (60; 110; 91; 84) (20; 150; 71; 104)Example 9.3 We onstrut a (29; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD on the point set Z29.B0 = (10; 20; 31; 54) C0 = (10; 30; 01; 284)Multiply B0 and C0 by 1, 16, 24, 7, 25, 23 and 20 to generate 14 basebloks.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 26Example 9.4 Let v  3 mod 4 be a prime power. A (v; 4; 6;Z6) GBRDmay be onstruted on the point set GF (v). Let x be a primitive generator,and let  be hosen so that x2   1 is not a square; (exatly one of  = 1or  = q   2 will work sine x2   1 =  x2(x 2   1).) Our base bloks are:(00; x+2i3 ; x2i2 ; x2i2 ) for i = 0; 1; : : : ; (q   3)=2.Example 9.5 We onstrut a (21; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD on point set Z21.(00; 10; 21; 70) (00; 30; 91; 144) (00; 13; 82; 101) (00; 80; 111; 143)(00; 45; 83; 151) (00; 40; 81; 124) (00; 12; 20; 35) (00; 24; 51; 103)(00; 22; 50; 145) (00; 42; 90; 152)We onstrut a (22; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD on point set Z21 [ f1g.(00; 30; 61; 90) (00; 40; 82; 132) (00; 45; 83; 151) (00; 62; 125; 173)(00; 64; 110; 165) (00; 22; 41; 75) (00; 11; 20; 32) (00; 13; 23; 93)(00; 14; 95; 122) (10; 00; 24; 103) (10; 01; 72; 145)We onstrut a (26; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD on point set Z25 [ f1g.(00; 50; 101; 170) (00; 70; 122; 193) (00; 72; 121; 182) (00; 20; 43; 73)(00; 12; 25; 34) (00; 10; 24; 103) (00; 91; 102; 191) (00; 83; 104; 190)(00; 44; 84; 132) (00; 41; 105; 131) (00; 35; 62; 144) (10; 00; 31; 142)(10; 03; 45; 84)We onstrut a (28; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD on point set Z27 [ f1g.(00; 20; 100; 160) (00; 40; 161; 202) (00; 30; 152; 203) (00; 52; 131; 263)(00; 22; 33; 83) (00; 42; 201; 213) (00; 45; 143; 192) (00; 81; 102; 112)(00; 64; 72; 252) (00; 35; 54; 91) (00; 15; 150; 184) (00; 44; 70; 163)(10; 00; 23; 94) (10; 05; 52; 141)We onstrut a (32; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD on point set Z31 [ f1g.(00; 100; 110; 121) (00; 80; 130; 221) (00; 81; 111; 290)(00; 181; 250; 264) (00; 45; 172; 231) (00; 74; 93; 105)(00; 62; 154; 182) (00; 155; 184; 193) (00; 23; 194; 220)(00; 102; 150; 275) (00; 24; 64; 71) (00; 51; 114; 163)(00; 42; 212; 255) (00; 72; 94; 240) (10; 00; 33; 115)(10; 02; 161; 234)We onstrut a (34; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD on point set Z33 [ f1g.(00; 10; 160; 191) (00; 100; 120; 221) (00; 11; 23; 122)(00; 14; 21; 30) (00; 24; 43; 70) (00; 32; 61; 203)(00; 34; 140; 232) (00; 41; 81; 123) (00; 45; 83; 130)(00; 62; 125; 263) (00; 72; 152; 265) (00; 90; 164; 251)(00; 75; 153; 242) (00; 50; 110; 212) (00; 51; 154; 202)(10; 00; 141; 272) (10; 05; 54; 113)
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 27We onstrut a (35; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD on point set Z35.(00; 30; 160; 221) (00; 70; 90; 141) (00; 10; 271; 343)(00; 40; 210; 321) (00; 100; 132; 144) (00; 80; 123; 334)(00; 73; 242; 345) (00; 52; 94; 133) (00; 93; 185; 322)(00; 24; 200; 325) (00; 134; 232; 290) (00; 63; 214; 241)(00; 21; 83; 240) (00; 154; 201; 300) (00; 91; 255; 274)(00; 15; 74; 122) (00; 14; 120; 161)We onstrut a (38; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD on point set Z37 [ f1g.(00; 60; 130; 301) (00; 10; 71; 133) (00; 90; 170; 251)(00; 100; 173; 281) (00; 210; 252; 292) (00; 94; 190; 332)(00; 12; 224; 355) (00; 13; 24; 122) (00; 25; 193; 223)(00; 32; 41; 191) (00; 111; 145; 232) (00; 35; 92; 293)(00; 52; 110; 230) (00; 50; 103; 151) (00; 143; 242; 291)(00; 302; 325; 333) (00; 20; 65; 214) (10; 00; 141; 213)(10; 02; 24; 115)([29℄): We onstrut a (44; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD on point set Z43 [ f1g.(131; 201; 291; 351) (61; 164; 210; 362) (151; 223; 251; 331)(131; 243; 284; 300) (61; 81; 91; 272) (101; 190; 355; 404)(101; 141; 232; 393) (41; 204; 231; 372) (31; 382; 411; 13)(31; 141; 154; 252) (71; 124; 192; 324) (21; 415; 432; 10)(21; 115; 163; 314) (71; 122; 180; 334) (181; 305; 343; 425)(51; 113; 342; 385) (241; 262; 375; 434) (91; 175; 261; 270)(51; 170; 365; 404) (81; 221; 294; 424) (11; 41; 212; 283)(11; 314; 320; 395)We onstrut a (45; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD on point set Z45.(00; 10; 21; 30) (00; 50; 72; 240) (00; 110; 133; 230)(00; 151; 175; 421) (00; 14; 280; 422) (00; 111; 123; 130)(00; 31; 90; 321) (00; 40; 95; 172) (00; 44; 122; 415)(00; 52; 114; 171) (00; 60; 343; 382) (00; 32; 295; 332)(00; 105; 253; 301) (00; 61; 214; 312) (00; 164; 191; 392)(00; 75; 140; 221) (00; 200; 273; 365) (00; 70; 262; 315)(00; 94; 215; 311) (00; 181; 274; 405) (00; 82; 162; 271)(00; 100; 212; 313)Lemma 9.6 A (4; 6;Z6) GBRGDD of type 2n exists for n 2 f4; 5; 6g.Proof: For n = 4, apply Theorem 6.12 to the (12; 4; 1) dierene matrixof Table 2. For n = 5, break the bloks of a (5; 4; 3;Z3) GBRD with a(4; 2;Z2) GBRGDD of type 24 onstruted in Theorem 6.14. For n = 6,use a (5; 4; 3;Z3) GBRD to break the bloks of a (5; 2;Z2) GBRGDD oftype 26 onstruted in Example 6.19.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 28Corollary 9.7 A (37; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD exists.Proof: Take the (4; 6;Z6) GBRGDD of type 26 onstruted in Lemma 9.6,and give all points a weight of 3, and using a TD(4; 3) as the ingredientdesign to get a (4; 6;Z6) GBRGDD of type 66; ll the groups of this designusing an extra point in Theorem 5.4, to get a (37; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD.Theorem 9.8 A (4; 4; ;Z6) GBRD exists i   0 (mod 12). For v > 4,the neessary ondition for a (v; 4; ;Z6) GBRD is that   0 (mod 6).a. This ondition is suÆient when  = 6 with the denite exeptionof a (5; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD and the possible exeption of an (8; 4; 6;Z6)GBRDs.b. This ondition is suÆient when  > 6.Proof: We look rst at  = 6. The non-existene for v = 4 is from Theo-rem 4.6, and was shown for v = 5 in [21℄.Applying Theorem 6.12 to the (n; 4; 1) dierene matries given in The-orem 4.3 for n = 9 and given in Table 2 for n = 12 or 15 gives (4; 3;Z3)GBRGDDs of types 34, 44 or 54; use these as the master design in Theo-rem 5.2 giving all points a weight of 2, and using a (4; 2;Z2) GBRGDD oftype 24 as the ingredient design to get (4; 6;Z6) GBRGDDs of type 64, 84or 104; ll these designs, possibly using an extra point in Theorem 5.4, toget a (v; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD for v 2 f24; 25; 33; 40; 41g.Similarly, starting with (n; 5; 1) dierene matries for n 2 f12; 20; 32gnoted in Table 2, we get (5; 2;Z2) GBRGDDs of type 65, 105 or 165; nowbreak these designs with a (5; 4; 3;Z3) GBRD to get (4; 6;Z6) GBRGDDsof type 65, 105 or 165; ll these designs by Theorem 5.4 to get a (v; 4; 6;Z6)GBRD for v 2 f30; 50; 80g.Combining these with the diret onstrutions of de Launey and Seberryfor v = 7, 9{16, 18 and 20 and with our v = 6, 17, 21, 22, 26, 28, 29, 32,34, 35, 38, 44, 45 and prime power q  3 (mod 4) from Examples 9.1, 9.2,9.5 9.3 and 9.4 overs v  35 plus 38, 44, 45, 47, 50, 59 and 80.We next turn to PBDs with nie blok sizes whih we may break with(k; 4; 6;Z6) GBRDs. We may trunate one group of a TD(7; q), then llthe groups using w extra points.q w v q w v7 0 42, 43, 48, 49 8 1 579 0,1 54, 55, 60, 61, 63, 64 11 0,1 66, 67, 73, 75{7813 0,1 79, 87{92 16 0 96, 97We may spike one blok of a TD(6; q) to size 9 through q + 1, then llthe groups.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 29q v q v q v11 69{72 13 81{86 16 99{106We next aim to trunate one group of a TD(5; n) or two groups of aTD(6; n) to produe a (f4; 5; 6g; 1) GDD with a nie group type on a totalof (v   w)=2 points, use this GDD as the master design in Theorem 5.2giving all points a weight of 2, and use the GBRGDDs from Lemma 9.6as the ingredient designs to get (4; 6;Z6) GBRGDD; we ll these designs,using w extra points in Theorem 5.4, to get a (v; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD.v w GDD group type v w GDD group type39 1 4431 52/53 0/1 543262 0 7431 65 1 744168 0 7461 74 0 845193 1 946141 94/95 0/1 946151An appliation of Theorem 5.6 gives v 2 f36; 46; 51; 56g, sine v =n(6   1) + 1, and v = 98 = 14  7, and we note that v = 37 is given inCorollary 9.7.Applying Theorem 6.12 to the (24; 5; 1) dierene matrix given in Ta-ble 2 gives a (5; 6;Z6) GBRGDD of type 45, and thene a (f4; 5g; 6;Z6)GBRGDD of type 4431; use this as the master design in Theorem 5.2 givingall points a weight of 3, and using (4; 1) GDDs of type 34 and 35 (obtainedfrom a TD(4; 3) or puntured AG(2; 4)) as the ingredient designs to get a(4; 6;Z6) GBRGDD of type 12491; ll this design using an extra point inTheorem 5.4, to get a (58; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD.To deal with v  105, we may trunate k 9 groups of a TD(k; q), wherek = min(16; q + 1), then ll the groups; the trunated group sizes used are0, 1, 6, 7, 9{16, 18{20, 23{25, remembering a trunated group size annotexeed q. This onstrution overs the ranges given below.q v q v11 [105{132℄ 13 [123{182℄16 [150{256℄ 25 [231{400℄Finally, for v  387, we may trunate one group of a TD(7; n) to a sizein the range 9{14, then ll the groups. Here the ondition n  63 ensuresthat the TD exists.We look now at  > 6. de Launey and Seberry showed that designsexist for all v when  = 12; when  > 6 de Launey and Seberry's problemwas with nine partiular (v; 4; 18;Z6) GBRDs (for v = 8 and eight largerv's). We only need onern ourselves with v = 8 sine we have just shownthat a (v; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD exists for those other eight problematial v's.Now we have an (8; 4; 18;EA(18)) GBRD (given below in Theorem 9.10);ollapse points over a normal subgroup of order 3, using Theorem 6.4, foran (8; 4; 18;Z6) GBRD.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 309.2 The Group of Order 18Example 9.9 We onstrut a (5; 4; 18;Z3  Z6) GBRD on point set Z5.(000; 100; 201; 304) (000; 102; 210; 314) (000; 115; 205; 323)(000; 110; 203; 325) (000; 111; 223; 300) (000; 125; 224; 315)We onstrut a (6; 4; 18;Z3  Z6) GBRD on point set Z6 [ f1g.(000; 100; 201; 304) (000; 102; 200; 315) (000; 110; 203; 325)(100; 000; 111; 223) (100; 001; 121; 215) (100; 012; 103; 202)(100; 010; 105; 324) (100; 013; 120; 325) (100; 014; 122; 304)We onstrut an (8; 4; 18;Z3  Z6) GBRD on point set Z7 [ f1g.(000; 100; 201; 300) (000; 102; 215; 301) (000; 115; 203; 323)(000; 103; 211; 401) (000; 111; 204; 420) (000; 125; 223; 411)(100; 014; 124; 412) (100; 005; 120; 423) (100; 000; 202; 415)(100; 001; 211; 525) (100; 003; 222; 413) (100; 010; 321; 604)We onstrut a (9; 4; 18;Z3  Z6) GBRD on point set Z9.(000; 200; 401; 600) (000; 100; 402; 615) (000; 202; 410; 601)(000; 101; 203; 310) (000; 103; 211; 423) (000; 111; 404; 622)(000; 303; 525; 612) (000; 422; 512; 801) (000; 110; 225; 602)(000; 112; 204; 322) (000; 104; 223; 524) (000; 121; 311; 624)Theorem 9.10 A (4; 4; ;EA(18)) GBRD exists i   0 (mod 36). Forv > 4, the neessary ondition for a (v; 4; ;EA(18)) GBRD is that   0(mod 18).a. This ondition is suÆient when  = 18 with the possible exeptionof v = 10, 11, 12, 18, 20 and 23.b. This ondition is suÆient when  > 18.Proof: We look rst at  = 18. The non-existene for v = 4 is fromTheorem 4.6.We note that a (k; 4; 9;EA(9)) GBRD exists for k = 4. We may usethis GBRD as the ingredient to break the bloks of any (v; 4; 2;Z2) GBRD,in partiular, for v = 7, 13, 16, 19 and 22, where the design is given byTheorem 7.1. We may also use this GBRD as the ingredient to break thebloks of any (4; 2;Z2) GBRGDD, in partiular, for GBRGDDs of types 44and 84, where the design is given by Theorem 6.14.Bennett et al. [7℄ determined the PBD losure of K = f5; 6; 7; 8; 9g, anddetermined that 10{20, 22{24, 27{29, 32{34 were the denite exeptions.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 31Sine we onstruted v = 7 above, and gave v = 5, 6, 8 and 9 in Exam-ple 9.9, we may break the bloks of the (v;K; 1) PBD to get the GBRD, sowe only have to deal with this PBD exeption set.Start with Baker's (15; 7; 3;Z3) GBRD or from Mathon's (45; 12; 3;Z3)GBRD and remove some points. If we avoid getting bloks of size 4, 5or 8, we may then break the resulting design using (k; 4; 6;Z6) GBRDs;in partiular, we obtain (v; 4; 18;EA(18)) GBRDs for v = 14 or 15, andv = 24, 27{29, 33, 34.For v = 17 and 32, we may take the (4; 18;EA(18)) GBRGDDs of types44 and 48 onstruted above, and ll the groups, possibly using an extrapoint in Theorem 5.4.This establishes the  = 18 ase.We now look at  > 18. Here de Launey and Seberry had 25 openparameter sets, but we will establish our result for  > 18 diretly.For  = 36, if a (v; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD exists, we may break the blokswith a (4; 4; 6;Z3) GBRD for a (v; 4; 36;EA(18)) GBRD, so we only needonsider the exeptions in Theorem 9.8, i.e., just v = 4, sine we havea (v; 4; 18;EA(18)) GBRD for v = 5 and 8. For v = 4, we have a(4; 4; 9;EA(9)) GBRD; we may break the bloks with a (4; 4; 4;Z2) GBRDfor a (4; 4; 36;EA(18)) GBRD.For  = 54, we note that a (v; 4; 6;Z2) GBRD exists for all v > 4; breakthe bloks with a (4; 4; 9;EA(9)) GBRD for a (v; 4; 54;EA(18)) GBRD forall v > 4.9.3 Some Groups of Order 54 or MoreIn this subsetion we onsider elementary Abelian groups of order n = 2 3swith n  54.Theorem 9.11 Let n = 2  3s  54. A (4; 4; ;EA(n)) GBRD exists i  0 (mod 2n). For v > 4, the neessary ondition for a (v; 4; ;EA(n))GBRD is that   0 (mod n).a. If n = 54, this ondition is suÆient when  = n with the possibleexeption of v = 8.b. If n > 54, this ondition is suÆient when  = n.. For n  54, this ondition is suÆient when  > n.Proof: For most of these results, we an take the (v; 4; ;Z6) GBRD givenby Theorem 9.8, and break its bloks with a (4; 4; n=6;EA(n=6)) GBRD,noting that n=6  9, so our only problems arise from the exeptions andpossible exeptions in Theorem 9.8.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 32Again, we have non-existene for v = 4 from Theorem 4.6 if  is an oddmultiple of n.So we only need onsider  = n. For v = 5, we an take the (8; 7; 6;Z6)GBRD given by Corollary 6.18, remove 3 points and break the bloks ofthe resulting (5; f4; 5g; 6;Z6) GBRD with (k; 4; n=6;EA(n=6)) GBRDs withk = 4 and 5 to get a (5; 4; n;EA(n)) GBRD.For v = 8, we an take the (8; 4; 18;EA(18)) GBRD given by Theo-rem 9.10 and break its bloks with a (4; 4; n=18;EA(n=18)) GBRD providedn=18  9.10 Some 4 mod 8 asesHere we onsider EA(n) groups of order n = 4 3s  12. There is no generalrestrition on any v  4.10.1 The Group of Order 12For the group EA(12) de Launey and Seberry solved the existene problemfor  > 12, but gave no examples of (v; 4; 12;EA(12)) GBRDs for v  2; 3(mod 4).We begin with some GBRDs with blok size 5.Example 10.1 We onstrut a (31; 5; 4;EA(4)) GBRD on the point setZ31.B0 = (0e; 1e; 3e; 4a; 12b) C0 = (0e; 2a; 9a; 5b; 28b):Multiply B0 and C0 by 1, 26 and 25 to generate six base bloks.Theorem 10.2 If q  1 (mod 10) is a prime (si) and 41  q  1151,then a (q; 5; 4;EA(4)) GBRD exists.Proof: In [3℄, these designs were given as frame resolvable (5; 1) GDDs oftype 4q onstruted over GF (4)  Zq . Their onversion to GBRDs fol-lows from Theorem 6.2. No frame resolvable solution of with the strutureonsidered in [3℄ was found for q=31, and no (45; 5; 1) BIBD has an auto-morphism of order 11 [32, pp. 16℄.Example 10.3 Our (6; 4; 12;Z2  Z6)) GBRD is atually formed on thepoints I2  Z3, but we present it on the points Z6 where the developmentis with the order 3 automorphism x 7! x+ 2.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 33(000; 100; 200; 301) (000; 102; 215; 300) (000; 103; 212; 415)(000; 110; 214; 404) (000; 115; 303; 413) (000; 105; 201; 505)(000; 113; 204; 503) (000; 104; 313; 512) (000; 114; 310; 501)(000; 205; 311; 514)We onstrut a (7; 4; 12;Z2  Z6) GBRD on point set Z7.(000; 100; 201; 300) (000; 102; 215; 301) (000; 103; 305; 413)(000; 115; 312; 403) (000; 104; 315; 513) (000; 110; 302; 512)We onstrut a (10; 4; 12;Z2  Z6) GBRD on point set Z9 [ f1g.(000; 100; 201; 300) (000; 102; 215; 304) (000; 103; 211; 502)(000; 112; 400; 713) (000; 203; 515; 714) (000; 111; 315; 505)(100; 004; 114; 511) (100; 000; 301; 603) (100; 015; 305; 513)(100; 002; 412; 510)We onstrut a (11; 4; 12;Z2  Z6) GBRD on point set Z11.(000; 100; 201; 800) (000; 102; 301; 702) (000; 200; 402; 715)(000; 203; 512; 815) (000; 115; 503; 613) (000; 211; 505; 713)(000; 112; 215; 302) (000; 104; 212; 410) (000; 111; 304; 701)(000; 105; 415; 714)Theorem 10.4 For v  4, the neessary ondition for a (v; 4; ;EA(12))GBRD is that   0 (mod 12).a. This ondition is suÆient when  = 12 with the possible exeptionsof v = 14, 15, 18 and 23.b. This ondition is suÆient when  > 12.Proof: First we onsider  = 12.If v = 5, 8, 9 or 12, then we may take the (v; 4; 3;Z3) GBRD given byTheorem 8.2, and break its bloks with a (4; 4; 4;EA(4)) GBRD to produethe desired (v; 4; 12;EA(12)) GBRD. A (4; 4; 12;EA(12)) GBRD is givenby the dierene matrix in Table 2, so we have the ingredient designs todeal with the v  0; 1 (mod 4) ase, using Lemma 8.4.. By Example 10.3,we have the remaining GBRDs with v  12, and sine the PBD losure ofK = f4{12g is 14, 15, 18, 19, 23 (see [8℄), we only need deal with v = 19for our  = 12 result.Appliation of Theorem 5.6 gives a (19; 4; 12;EA(12)) GBRD, sine19 = 6  (4  1) + 1.For  > 12, de Launey and Seberry established the suÆieny.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 3410.2 The Group of Order 36For the group EA(36) de Launey and Seberry had two open ases for  > 36,namely (v; 4; 108;EA(36)) GBRDs for v = 15 and 23. However, they gaveno examples of (v; 4; 36;EA(36)) GBRDs for v  2; 3 (mod 4).We now need a PBD result of Lenz [41℄, improved by Mullin et al. [46℄;note that [46, Result 3.5a℄ inadvertantly omits the value 10.Lemma 10.5 If v 62 f6; 10; 11; 12; 14; 15; 18; 19; 23; 26; 27; 30; 51g and v 4, then a (v; f4; 5; 7; 8; 9g; 1) PBD exists.Theorem 10.6 For v  4, the neessary ondition for a (v; 4; ;EA(36))GBRD is that   0 (mod 36).a. This ondition is suÆient when  = 36 with the possible exeptionof v = 6, 10, 11 and 18.b. This ondition is suÆient when  > 36.Proof: First we look at  = 36.If v = 5, 8, 9 or 12, then we may take the (v; 4; 3;Z3) GBRD givenby Theorem 8.2, and break its bloks with a (4; 4; 12;EA(12)) GBRD toprodue the desired (v; 4; 12;EA(12)) GBRD. A (4; 4; 36;EA(36)) GBRDis given by Theorem 4.13, so we have the ingredient designs to deal withthe v  0; 1 (mod 4) ase, using Lemma 8.4.. If v = 7, we may take the(8; 7; 6;Z6) GBRD given by Corollary 6.18, remove a point, then break itsbloks with (k; 4; 6;Z6) GBRDs. If v = 19, we may take the (19; 4; 4;EA(4))GBRD given in [23℄, and break its bloks with a (4; 4; 9;EA(9)) GBRD. Ifv = 30, we may take the (31; 5; 4;EA(4)) GBRD given in Example 10.1, re-move a point and then break its bloks with (k; 4; 9;EA(9)) GBRDs. FromAbel and Ling's designs (see Remark 7.4) we may get a (23; f4; 5g; 4;EA(4))GBRD and, adding 4 innite points and possibly deleting a nite point, wemay get a (5; 4;EA(4)) GBRGDD of type 12341 and a (f4; 5g; 4;EA(4))GBRGDD of type 12241. Now we may break the bloks of these designswith (k; 4; 9;EA(9)) GBRDs for k = 4 and 5, and then ll in the groupif neessary with a (4; 4; 36;EA(36)) GBRD to get a (v; 4; 36;EA(36))GBRD for v = 23, 26 and 27. For v = 14 or 15, we may take Baker's(15; 7; 3;Z3) GBRD, possibly remove a point, then break its bloks with(k; 4; 12;EA(12)) GBRDs.Now we may use Lemma 10.5 to get a PBD whose bloks we an break.We have already dealt with 12, 19, 23, 26, 27 and 30 in the possible exep-tion set of Lemma 10.5. We may also onstrut a (51; f4; 7; 12g; 1) PBD(by trunating one group of a TD(5; 11) to size 6, then lling the groupsusing an extra point) and so deal with another possible exeption.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 35We now onsider  > 36. For  = 72, we may break the bloks ofa (v; 4; 6;Z3) GBRD with a (4; 4; 12;EA(12)) GBRD for our result. For = 108, we may break the bloks of a (v; 4; 12;EA(4)) GBRD with a(4; 4; 9;EA(9)) GBRD for our result.10.3 Some Groups of Order 108 or MoreFor the group EA(108) de Launey and Seberry had no open ases for  >108; however, they gave no examples of (v; 4; 108;EA(108)) GBRDs forv  2; 3 (mod 4).Theorem 10.7 Let n = 4  3s  108. For v  4, the neessary onditionfor a (v; 4; ;EA(n)) GBRD to exist is that   0 (mod n).a. If n = 108, this ondition is suÆient when  = n with the possibleexeption of v = 14 and 18.b. If n > 108, this ondition is suÆient when  = n with the possibleexeption of v = 18.. For n  108, this ondition is suÆient when  > n.Proof: For most of these GBRDs, we an take the (v; 4; 36t;EA(36)) GBRDgiven by Theorem 10.6, and break its bloks with a (4; 4; n=36;EA(n=36))GBRD, or else take the (v; 4; 12t;EA(12)) GBRD given by Theorem 10.4,and break its bloks with a (4; 4; n=12;EA(n=12)) GBRD to produe thedesired (v; 4; nt;EA(n)) GBRD. So, for n=36  9, our only possible exep-tion is the intersetion of the possible exeptions in Theorems 10.4 and 10.6.However, for n = 108, the former onstrution is not available, so we mustdeal with the possible exeptions in Theorem 10.4.For v = 15, we may take Baker's (15; 7; 3;Z3) GBRD, then breakits bloks with a (4; 4; 36;EA(36)) GBRD. We have a (f4; 5g; 4;EA(4))GBRGDD of type 123u1 with u = 0, from Abel and Ling's onstrution(see Remark 7.4); break the bloks with a (k; 4; 27;EA(27)) for k = 4 or 5to get a (23; 4; 108;EA(108)) GBRD11 The 0 mod 24 asesHere we onsider EA(n) groups of order n = 24  h.We rst need a PBD result primarily due to Lenz [41℄. We give theimproved version of Ling et al. [42, Theorem 1.1℄.Lemma 11.1 If v  4, then a (v; f4; 5; 6g; 1) PBD exists if and only ifv 62 f7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 14; 15; 18; 19; 23g.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 36Theorem 11.2 Let n = 24h. For v  4, the neessary and suÆientondition for a (v; 4; ;EA(n)) GBRD is that   0 (mod n).Proof: It suÆes to establish the result for  = n.Note that, by Theorem 4.13, a (4; 4; g;EA(g)) GBRD exists for g = n,g = n=3 and g = n=6. For v = 5 or 8, we may break a (v; 4; 3;Z3) GBRDwith a (4; 4; n=3;EA(n=3)) GBRD. If we have a (v; 4; 6;Z6) GBRD, we maybreak it with a (4; 4; n=6;EA(n=6)) GBRD; In partiular, we have GBRDsfor v = 6 and 7, and the exeption set of Lemma 11.1. We also havev = 4, so we have the GBRDs to break the bloks of the PBDs given byLemma 11.1, whih with its exeption set overs all v  4.12 Other Prime FatorsHere we onsider EA(n) groups of order n = 2r3sh with gd(6; h) = 1and h > 1. Up to now we have mostly just onsidered h = 1. The aseh > 1 doesn't alter the basi residue lasses relating v and . Apart fromthe neessary ondition that   0 (mod n), this ase is largely like theorresponding ase with h = 1, and any (v; 4; =h;EA(n=h)) GBRD anbe broken with a (4; 4; h;EA(h)) GBRD to yield a (v; 4; ;EA(n)) GBRD.However, there are ases where we do not have the (v; 4; =h;EA(n=h))GBRD available to break; most of these ases are due to our failure toonstrut them, but there are some ases where it is known that they donot exist.One suh lass is v = 4 with n=h  =h  2 (mod 4): here, sineh is odd, we also have n    2 (mod 4), and Theorem 4.6 gives usnon-existene for our larger group EA(n).We are not able to say muh about about the three sporadi seriesresulting from de Launey and Sarvate's work [21℄ i.e., the (10; 4; 2h;EA(2h))GBRDs, (7; 4; 4h;EA(4h)) GBRDs and (5; 4; 6h;EA(6h)) GBRDs.The other non-existene result we have is for a (4; 4; 3;Z3) GBRD. Here,by Evans's result [27℄ (given in Theorem 4.9) we know (4; 4; 3h;EA(3h))GBRDs exist for all odd h > 1 (see Theorem 4.13).13 Summary of Open CasesWe summarize our results for G = EA(n) when n is of the form n = 2r3s;See Setion 12 for omments on other n.For  > jGj, apart from the integrality onditions on the BIBD and thenon-existene result for v = 4 given in Theorem 4.6, it is probable thatthere are no other non-existing designs. However, we still leave the ase(18; 4; 18;EA(9)) GBRD open.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 37Table 3: The Open CasesThe ases with  = jGjjGj v Non- Unknownrestrition exist.jGj  1 (mod 2)1 1, 4 (mod 12) None3 0, 1 (mod 4) 4 None9 0, 1 (mod 4) None 27 0, 1 (mod 4) NonejGj  2 (mod 4)2 1 (mod 3) 4, 10 None6 v  4 4, 5 818 v  4 4 10, 11, 12, 18, 20, 2354 v  4 4 8 162 v  4 4 NonejGj  4 (mod 8)4 1 (mod 3) 7 10, 22, 34, 4612 v  4 14, 15, 18, 2336 v  4 6, 10, 11, 18108 v  4 14, 18 324 v  4 18jGj  0 (mod 8)3 6 jn 1 (mod 3) 103 jn v  4 NoneThe ases with  > jGjjGj v Unknown 9 18 18
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ussion on dihedral groups.AppendixSine we rely so heavily on de Launey and Seberry's earlier work [23℄, wetake the opportunity here to orret some minor errors in that artile (allreferenes in this appendix will be to [23℄). Only the rst two errors wemention below had any impat on our present artile.Their Theorem 2.2 is onfusingly stated, and ontradits an statementof theirs on page 248 regarding n =  = 3h odd. There is also a minorlauna in their proof for the ase n =  = 24h. We orret (and improve)their Theorem 2.2 in our orresponding Theorem 4.13.The non-existene of a (15; 5; 2) BIBD was overlooked during the proofof their Theorem 5.2.2 and Lemma 5.6.1; in the former ase, a (15; 4; 6;Z6)GBRD was also onstruted diretly on page 290, but in the later asethey provide no alternative onstrution for (v; 4; 18;EA(9)) GBRDs forv = 14 nor v = 15. (These values were onsequently also omitted fromtheir Theorem 10.1 summarizing the possible exeptions.)There are arithmeti errors in Appendix Tables 1 and 2, invalidatingsome PBD onstrutions given in Theorems 1.2.9 and 1.2.11. These an beremedied by onstruting a (96; f8; 9; 12g; 1) PBD by trunating one groupof a TD(9; 11) to size 7, then using an extra point when lling in the groups,or onstruting (v; f4; 19g; 1) PBDs by appealing to our Theorem 7.5 forv = 91 and v = 139.The onstrution of a (27; f4; 5; 6g; 1) PBD (by removing 4 oval pointsfrom PG(2; 5)) was omitted from the table on page 269, and the value 27should not be in the exeption set on line 6.The onstrution of a (19; 4; 4;Z2) GBRD given in the proof of Theo-rem 4.2.1 is awed (but one an take two opies of the (19; 4; 2;Z2) GBRDgiven in Theorem 4.1.1).In some dierene families, the signing of f1g (with the identity ele-ment) was omitted.Page 229, Abstrat: v  40 should be v  48; de Launey has laterquoted this result (orretly) as v > 50, see [20, Theorem III.4.8℄.
GE, GREIG and SEBERRY 39Page 256, Example 5.1.2: the last base blok of the seond dierenefamily should be f2x+ 10; 21; x+ 20; 11g.Page 262, v = 9: the fourth and fth base bloks should be:(01; 1a2w; 3aw; 7aw2) and (01; 1a2w2 ; 4a; 6w2).Page 268, v = 9: the fourth base blok should be (0e; 1ab; 4a; 6e).Page 274, Lemma 7.3.1 should read \There exists a GBRD(v; 4; 18;Z6)for v = 5; 6."Page 290, v = 12: the rst base blok should be (10; 00; 11; 22).Page 292, v = 10: the rst base blok should be (10; 00; 11; 23).Page 292, v = 14: the rst base blok should be (10; 00; 20; 72).Page 293, v = 11: the fourth, seventh and ninth base bloks should be:(10e; 00u; 31w; 12uw), (00e; 10e; 31e; 61u) and (00e; 20e; 40u; 61e).Page 293, v = 11: the fourth base blok should be (00e; 12u; 51w; 70uw).Page 293, v = 14: the twelvth base blok should be (00e; 22u; 60w; 91uw).Page 293, v = 15: the fourth and fth base bloks should be:(00e; 11u; 20w; 110uw) and (00e; 12u; 62w; 80e).Page 294, v = 18: the tenth base blok should be (00e; 10u; 20w; 52uw).Referenes[1℄ R.J.R. Abel, I. Bluskov and M. Greig, Balaned inomplete blok de-signs with blo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